ASSISTANT NC

Context
NCs are not optimally managed and often do not allow to propose process / production optimizations while it is a loss for the company.

Objective: Optimize a company’s NC management

How:
- Methodological support
- Integration of Business Results (REX)
- Enterprise Repository Integration
- Real-time visualization of the process
- An AI force of proposal

Key Interaction
Other topics interacting with this innovation:
- Control of the future
- SMQ 2.0
- Factory 4.0
- MYQUALITY360
- ALTEN Quality Offer
- Digital ALTEN offer

Value added
- Visualization and challenge of the NC process
- Increasing the skills of staff through Orientation / dynamic support
- Simplification of procedures
- Revalorization of the History of CNs

Technological lock
Lock 1: Use of ETS
Lock 2: Scoring key points
Lock 3: Automatic REX analysis
Lock 4: Integration of corporate histories
Lock 5: Proposal for improvement action through AI

Solution Brick
- ASSISTANT METHODO
- HISTORICAL ANALYSIS
- METHODOLOGICAL ORIENTATION
- KEY STEP NOTATION
- NC PERMIT
- COCKPIT NC
- CORPORATE REFERENTIAL

Team
5 FTE

Project Typology
Ideenation

Domain
ALL

Industry
ALL